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NEW ORDER - THE WILDERNESS A ND THE WATERLESS REGION WILL EXULT 

~ Messianic ··· Prophecy ··· New Order - The wilderness and the 
waterless region will exult, the desert plain will blossom and be joyful· 
(Isaiah 35:1) [13] - References 
 

Isaiah 35:1··  The wilderness and the waterless region will exult, and the 
desert plain will be joyful and blossom as the saffron. 

 [13] - References 

· In that day what Yehowah makes sprout will come to be for 
decoration and for glory, and the fruitage of the land will be something 
to be proud of and something beautiful for those of Israel who have 
escaped. (Isaiah 4:2) 

· In the coming days Jacob will take root, Israel will put forth 
blossoms and actually sprout, and they will simply fill the surface of 
the productive land with produce. (Isaiah 27:6) 

· Is it not yet but a very little time and Lebanon must be turned 
into an orchard and the orchard itself will be accounted just as a 
forest? (Isaiah 29:17) 

· Until upon us the spirit is poured out from on high, and the 
wilderness will have become an orchard, and the orchard itself is 
accounted as a real forest. (Isaiah 32:15) 

· At that time the lame one will climb up just as a stag does, and 
the tongue of the speechless one will cry out in gladness.  For in the 
wilderness waters will have burst out, and torrents in the desert plain. 
(Isaiah 35:6) 

· For Yehowah will certainly comfort Zion.  He will for certain 
comfort all her devastated places, and he will make her wilderness like 
Eden and her desert plain like the garden of Yehowah.  Exultation and 
rejoicing themselves will be found in her, thanksgiving and the voice of 
melody. (Isaiah 51:3) 

· For with rejoicing YOU people will go forth, and with peace YOU 
will be brought in.  The mountains and the hills themselves will become 
cheerful before YOU with a joyful outcry, and the very trees of the field 
will all clap their hands. (Isaiah 55:12) 



· And people will certainly say;  That land yonder which was laid 
desolate has become like the garden of Eden, and the cities that were a 
waste and that were laid desolate and that were torn down are 
fortified, they have become inhabited. (Ezekiel 36:35) 

· The pastures have become clothed with flocks, and the low plains 
themselves are enveloped with grain.  They shout in triumph, yes, they 
sing. (Psalms 65:13) 

· A mere saffron of the coastal plain I am, a lily of the low plains. 
(Song of Solomon 2:1) 

· Let the wilderness and its cities raise their voice, the settlements 
that Kedar inhabits.  Let the inhabitants of the crag cry out in joy.  
From the top of the mountains let people cry aloud. (Isaiah 42:11) 

· Look!  There are days coming, is the utterance of Yehowah, and 
the plowman will actually overtake the harvester, and the treader of 
grapes, the carrier of the seed, and the mountains must drip with 
sweet wine, and the very hills will all find themselves melting. (Amos 
9:13) 

· And he said to him;  Truly I tell you today, you will be with me in 
Paradise. (Luke 23:43) 
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